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1308.

Henry de Say, the king's butler, to provide 600 tuns of wine out of the issues of the new custom on wines, in the ports of London, Boston, Kingston-on-Hull, Bristol, and elsewhere, viz. 200 at Carlisle and 400 at Berwick-on-Tweed. Et fuer claus'.

Eustace de Cotesbaiche, chamberlain of Scotland, is to secure all the hay he can find in Strivelyn, Linithgow, Edinburgh, Hadynton, Berewyk, Rokesburgh and Jeddeworthe against the king's advent to those places. Et fuer claus'.

The like to the sheriffs of Dumfries and Cumberland. Et fuer claus'.

Henry de Say, the king's butler to provide 600 tuns of wine out of the issues of the new custom on wines, in the ports of London, Boston, Kingston-on-Hull, Bristol, and elsewhere, viz. 200 at Carlisle and 400 at Berwick-on-Tweed. Et fuer claus'.

Eustace de Cotesbaiche, chamberlain of Scotland, is to secure all the hay he can find in Strivelyn, Linithgow, Edinburgh, Hadynton, Berewyk, Rokesburgh and Jeddeworthe against the king's advent to those places. Et fuer claus'.

The like to the sheriffs of Dumfries and Cumberland. Et fuer claus'.

Safe-conduct for William de Guerenun, merchant, sent by the king into Spain to purchase thirty horses. By p.s.

Writ of aid for Henry de Say, the king's butler, sent to divers parts of the kingdom to purvey and forward wine to Scotland for the king's use. The like for Andrew le Treour, deputy of Henry de Say, employed as above.

Commission to John de Crepping', Robert Ughtred and Robert de Coleville to levy 1,000 footmen in the county of York for the expedition to Scotland, Robert Ughtred to lead this force to the town of Carlisle. John de Gargrave, king's clerk, is sent to pay the men their wages from the time of leaving the county until their arrival at Carlisle.

The like to the undermentioned in the undermentioned counties:

- Thomas Malct and Richard de Bynglaim; the former to be leader. Clerk, Henry de Craystock.
- Walter de Huggeford and Richard de Leghton; the former to be leader. Clerk, Robert de Marchuney.
- William de Stafford and Peter de Grisile; the former to be leader. Clerk, Thomas de Kirkby.
- Griffin Thloyt, Yevan ap Howel and Master Thomas de Esthalle, chamberlain of Kaernervan; the two former to be leaders. Clerk, Robert de Halywelle.
- Walter de Pederton, Philip ap Howell and Margan ap Mereduk'; the latter, with Walter de Hakelut deputed by the king, to be leaders. Clerk, Thomas de Eggefeld.
- Walter de Beysyn, who is also to be leader. Clerk, John de Terling.
- John de Arderne and Hugh de Venables; the former to be leader. Clerk, Roger de Gringelay.

Mandate to Roger de Mortuo Mari, justice of Wales, to assist and counsel the said Griffin, Yevan and Thomas.

The like to Robert de Holand, justice of Chester, for the said Walter, Philip and Morgan.

The like to the bailiff of Montgomery for Walter de Beysyn. [Parl. Wks.]

June 30. Grant, for life, to Edmund Bacoun of the lands in Gresham, co. Norfolk, of Robert de Stutteville, which were escheated in the time of the late king. By p.s.